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Abstract. The objective of this study is to assess the applicability of clay soil elevation change measurements to estimate soil water storage changes, using a simplified approach.
We measured moisture contents in aggregates by EC-5 sensors, and in multiple aggregate and inter-aggregate spaces
(bulk soil) by CS616 sensors. In a long dry period, the assumption of constant isotropic shrinkage proved invalid and
a soil moisture dependant geometry factor was applied. The
relative overestimation made by assuming constant isotropic
shrinkage in the linear (basic) shrinkage phase was 26.4 %
(17.5 mm) for the actively shrinking layer between 0 and
60 cm. Aggregate-scale water storage and volume change revealed a linear relation for layers ≥ 30 cm depth. The range
of basic shrinkage in the bulk soil was limited by delayed
drying of deep soil layers, and maximum water loss in the
structural shrinkage phase was 40 % of total water loss in the
0–60 cm layer, and over 60 % in deeper layers. In the dry period, fitted slopes of the 1V –1W relationship ranged from
0.41 to 0.56 (EC-5) and 0.42 to 0.55 (CS616). Under a dynamic drying and wetting regime, slopes ranged from 0.21 to
0.38 (EC-5) and 0.22 to 0.36 (CS616). Alternating shrinkage
and incomplete swelling resulted in limited volume change
relative to water storage change. The slope of the 1V –1W
relationship depended on the drying regime, measurement
scale and combined effect of different soil layers. Therefore,
solely relying on surface level elevation changes to infer soil
water storage changes will lead to large underestimations.
Recent and future developments might provide a basis for
application of shrinkage relations to field situations, but in
situ observations will be required to do so.

1

Introduction

The soil moisture status of the unsaturated zone has a major
impact on terrestrial water fluxes. The amount and distribution of soil moisture determines the actual soil water storage capacity and the partitioning of precipitation into surface
runoff, evaporation, transpiration, and groundwater recharge
(Milly, 1994; Western et al., 1999; Robinson et al., 2008).
Quantifying these water fluxes is often done through establishing the water balance of a control volume under consideration (e.g. unsaturated zone of the soil, catchment or continent). At large spatial scales, approaches like simple bucket
models, often with lumped storage variables, might be satisfactory to establish the water balance (Milly and Dunne,
1994; Farmer et al., 2003). At finer spatial scales, or to study
short-term water balance dynamics, a more detailed representation of variations in fluxes and state variables is required
(Eagleson, 1978) and measurements of soil water content are
needed for closing the water balance (Robinson et al., 2008).
Methods to quantify soil water storage at and beyond the
field scale are limited. Water balance methods have limited
potential to determine soil water storage, as it is even harder
to determine the various fluxes into and from the soil profile. The accumulation of measurement errors can be profound (Gee and Hillel, 1988; De Vries and Simmers, 2002).
In general, soil water storage is estimated from multiple
soil water content measurements. Contact-based soil moisture sensors provide direct information with high frequency,
but only on a very small measurement volume compared to
the soil body of interest. To improve spatial coverage and
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reduce measurement errors, wireless sensors networks appear promising (Cardell-Oliver et al., 2005; Bogena et al.,
2010). Optimally designing these networks for non-scientific
applications still requires further work (Vereecken et al.,
2008), but efforts in multiple disciplines, such as hardware
technology, signal transmission, sensor data collection and
data management, have resulted in significant progress in recent years (e.g. Bogena et al., 2007, 2009, 2010; Yang et al.,
2010; Zhang et al., 2011). Contact-free measurements of soil
moisture, such as ground based, airborne or spaceborne remote sensing techniques or hydrogeophysical measurements
like ground-penetrating radar and electromagnetic induction,
can also provide information on larger spatial scales. The relatively low temporal resolution and complexity of data acquisition and processing of these measurements is a drawback. Besides, radiometer-operating remote sensing techniques suffer from limited penetration depth of the electromagnetic signal, resulting in an estimation of soil moisture
content from the top few centimetres of the soil only. Other
applicability issues for these methods are quantification of
the dielectric permittivity – soil moisture relation and surface roughness ambiguity (Huisman et al., 2003; Lievens
et al., 2011). Modelling attempts to derive the soil profile water content from remotely sensed surface soil moisture measurements have only been partly successful (e.g.
Arya et al., 1983; Walker et al., 2001), as factors like hydraulic parametrization, accuracy of surface soil moisture
data, model simplifications and measurement frequency are
often limiting factors (Vereecken et al., 2008). Also techniques to assimilate remotely sensed near-surface soil moisture observations into hydrological models require more development to explore all acquired data to its fullest (Crow
and Ryu, 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Draper et al., 2012).
The lack of fully applicable measurement techniques
makes it desirable to develop an alternative methodology to
measure soil profile water storage and subsequently quantify
subsurface fluxes more accurately. Relying on relationships
between soil water content and other, more easily and accurately measurable, variables to infer soil water storage from
might be a possibility to do so. It has been long recognized
that surface elevation changes of expansive clay soils could
serve as an estimate for soil water storage change (Yule and
Ritchie, 1980a,b; Bronswijk, 1991b; Cabidoche and OzierLafontaine, 1995; Cabidoche and Voltz, 1995; Kirby et al.,
2003). Water storage change in clay soils results in volume
change of the soil matrix and the relation between water storage change and volume change can be accurately quantified under laboratory conditions (e.g. Stirk, 1954; Bronswijk
and Evers-Vermeer, 1990; Braudeau et al., 1999; Cornelis
et al., 2006), in lysimeters (e.g. Yule and Ritchie, 1980b;
Bronswijk, 1991a; Mitchell and Van Genuchten, 1992) and
in situ (e.g. Aitchison and Holmes, 1953; Bridge and Ross,
1984; Bronswijk, 1991b; Cabidoche and Ozier-Lafontaine,
1995; Coquet et al., 1998; Kirby et al., 2003). Measuring
change in total water stored in the soil rather than the vertical
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1933–1949, 2013

distribution of soil water is an acceptable simplification for
many hydrological purposes. Therefore, volume change of
clayey soils is an attractive proxy for water storage change.
The shrinkage curve quantifies the relation between volume and water content of a volume under consideration. In
the shrinkage curve, volume and water content are generally
expressed relative to the volume of solids, resulting in dimensionless factors void ratio e and moisture ratio ϑ:
e=

Volume of pores
Volume of solids

(1)

ϑ=

Volume of water
Volume of solids

(2)

During shrinkage of initially saturated pure clay, the
only mineral soil component that can cause shrinkage,
three shrinkage phases can be distinguished. In the case of
only external shrinkage, i.e. cracks do not develop in the
clay, the shrinkage phases can be qualitatively described
as (Haines, 1923; Bronswijk and Evers-Vermeer, 1990;
Chertkov, 2007a):
– Normal shrinkage: water loss of the clay is completely
compensated by volume decrease until the air entry
point is reached. The clay remains saturated.
– Residual shrinkage: water loss exceeds the volume
change of the clay, from the air-entry point to the shrinkage limit, at which point all water resides in isolated
pockets or in films around soil particles.
– Zero shrinkage: the clay particles have reached their
densest configuration. The clay volume does not decrease any further and water loss is equal to the increase
of the air volume in the clay.
An additional shrinkage phase is often considered for
shrinkage of aggregated soils (large samples comprising aggregates or field soils) that lose water upon first drying
with limited, and often non-linear and non-constant, volume
change (Stirk, 1954; Bronswijk and Evers-Vermeer, 1990;
Braudeau et al., 2004; Chertkov, 2007a). Water loss in this
phase might originate from a relatively rigid soil textural domain (Chertkov, 2007a), relatively stable macro- or micropores, or from simultaneous drying of stable domains or pores
and shrinking of aggregates (Braudeau and Mohtar, 2006).
Apart from the occurrence of a structural shrinkage phase,
the shrinkage curves of pure clay and that of an aggregated
soil containing the clay, differ largely as a result of inter- and
intra-aggregate crack development. Factors affecting crack
development are measurement volume, sample preparation,
clay content and soil structure (Jayawardane and Greacen,
1987; Cornelis et al., 2006; Chertkov, 2007a,b, 2012a). As
a result, the void ratio at a certain moisture ratio of an aggregated soil will always exceed the void ratio of a pure clay
at that moisture ratio. The normal shrinkage phase remains
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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Fig. 1. Theoretical soil shrinkage curve, including 4 shrinkage
phases: (1) structural shrinkage, (2) basic shrinkage, (3) residual
shrinkage, (4) zero shrinkage.

characterized by a linear and constant decrease of the total
volume with water loss, but water loss is essentially larger
than volume decrease and shrinkage curve slopes will be
less than unity (Jayawardane and Greacen, 1987; Chertkov,
2007b). Therefore basic shrinkage is preferred terminology
for a phase with a linear and constant decrease of volume
with water loss. Figure 1 illustrates a shrinkage curve including all four shrinkage phases.
A soil experiencing multiple drying and wetting cycles
may exhibit the effect of hysteresis between swelling and
shrinkage. This was observed by Peng and Horn (2007) after gradual drying and re-wetting of small cores. They distinguished two distinct parts in the swelling curve: virgin
swelling at first swelling, with slopes close to one, followed
by residual swelling at further wetting, where the moisture
ratio increased but hardly any swelling was observed. According to Chertkov (2012b), the slope at first swelling can
be larger or smaller than unity, depending on clay content,
clay type and the moisture and void ratio at initial swelling.
The occurrence of wetting stages during which the soil volume is not completely restored by swelling, may therefore
result in an underestimation of volume change with respect
to soil water storage change, and the slope of the relationship
between volume change and soil water content change will
be smaller than unity.
In situ measurements of the soil shrinkage curve are practically impossible to obtain, because crack volume can not be
measured accurately. Therefore many authors (Aitchison and
Holmes, 1953; Bronswijk, 1991b; Mitchell, 1991; Cabidoche
and Ozier-Lafontaine, 1995; Coquet et al., 1998; Kirby et al.,
2003) relied on layer thickness measurements to calculate
volume changes. Bronswijk (1991b) provided an equation
to convert vertical shrinkage measurements to soil volume
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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changes per unit area, based on model shrinkage of a cube of
clay experiencing only external shrinkage:


 
1z rs
1V = 1 − 1 −
z,
(3)
z
where 1V is the volume change of the soil matrix per unit
area, 1z is the vertical layer thickness change and z is the
layer thickness at saturation, all in mm. rs is the dimensionless shrinkage geometry factor (Rijniersce, 1983). In case of
isotropic shrinkage, rs = 3, while 1 < rs < 3 indicates dominance of vertical shrinkage over cracking and rs > 3 indicates dominance of cracking over vertical shrinkage. Bronswijk (1990) measured the shrinkage geometry of soil samples with and without overburden pressure, between two
points at saturation and oven dryness. He concluded that removing overburden pressure yields rs > 3, while including
overburden pressure (as in a field situation) yields rs = 3.
The model proposed by Bronswijk (1991b) is valid for
structural and basic shrinkage and uses implicit assumptions
when applied to soil layers:
1. A connected soil layer with distributed, not fully penetrating, cracks (connected soil layer) can be modelled
as disconnected cubes. Therefore the distribution of volume change over thickness change and crack volume
change of a connected soil layer is not influenced by
horizontal stretching.
2. Cracks do not develop in drying soil samples (only external shrinkage).
3. The rs factor does not vary with shrinkage phase and
moisture content.
Chertkov et al. (2004) and Chertkov (2005) discussed the validity of these assumptions for the clay sample and soil layer
case, and proposed correction factors for rs variation with
stretching, shrinkage phase, and soil moisture content, based
on laboratory and in situ measurements of both vertical and
horizontal shrinkage. The availability of the specific in situ
data to calculate and test the applicability of these correction
factors is limited, and hard to obtain.
The objective of this study is to test the applicability of
the model by Bronswijk (1991b) and assumption of isotropic
shrinkage at in situ overburden pressure (Bronswijk, 1990)
to estimate volume change and soil water storage changes
in the field from measurements of periodic vertical movement of the soil surface. We established the in situ relationship between soil water storage change from two types
of contact-based sensors and soil volume change calculated
from soil surface elevation changes, to test the validity of
Bronswijk’s simplified approach for soil layers of several
depths. If this approach gives reasonable estimates of volume
change of deep soil layers, we can reduce the dependence
on laboratory-measured shrinkage properties and in situ horizontal shrinkage measurements. This would then allow us to
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1933–1949, 2013
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distribution was not determined. At field B the soil is clearly
layered, with loam and sandy loam horizons in the upper
50 cm and loamy sand and sand horizons below 50 cm (Table 1). The clay fraction in the area consisted of 65 % montmorillonite, 25 % illite and 10 % kaolinite minerals, as determined by X-ray diffraction.
2.2

Fig. 2. Google Earth image of the measurement area.

estimate changes in water storage in the soil profile from surface level elevation measurements. This may provide a basis
for upscaling soil water storage change estimates to the field
or catchment scale. The effect of geometry factor rs , drying
regime, measurement scale of soil moisture sensors, profile
depth, and texture variations in the soil profile are assessed.
2
2.1

Materials and methods
Site description

Field measurements of soil water content and vertical shrinkage were performed in the Purmer area, approximately 15 km
north of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The Purmer area is
a polder of 27.55 km2 with clay-rich soils of marine origin, with an elevation between 3 and 4.5 m below mean sea
level. The area is artificially drained by three pumping stations to maintain water levels suitable for agriculture (grassland and crop rotation of mainly potatoes, maize, sugar beets,
and wheat; in total 63 % of the area), urban land use (22 %)
and forest/parks (12 %). Open water makes up 3 % of the total area. The Purmer and its location in the Netherlands are
shown in Fig. 2. Measurements were performed on two adjacent fields. On field A (Kentucky Bluegrass for seed harvesting) measurements were taken from April 2010 until October 2011. On field B (sugar beets) measurements were taken
between April 2010 and November 2010.
All soil layers in the upper 100 cm at field A were classified as loam (Soil Survey Staff, 2010). Below 100 cm
a higher sand fraction was observed, but the exact grain size
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1933–1949, 2013

Swelling and shrinkage measurements

To measure surface elevation changes resulting from clay
swelling and shrinkage, ground anchors were installed based
on a technique used by Bronswijk (1991b). The ground anchors consisted of metal rods with two 95 mm-diameter discs
at one end, of which one could rotate freely and one was
attached to the rod. When a ground anchor was lowered in
a 100 mm-diameter auger hole it was fixed by rotating the
rod, forcing both discs into the undisturbed sides of the hole.
After refilling the hole, a triangular frame was placed over the
rod, resting on the undisturbed soil around the refilled hole
on three pins (Fig. 3). The length of the rod above the triangular frame, L (see Fig. 3), was measured between marked
points on the triangular frame and at the top of the rod using a 0.01 mm-accuracy digital calliper to record the change
in thickness of the layer between the anchoring depth and
the soil surface. In the following, the word “layer” refers to
the soil slab between the soil surface and a given anchoring
depth. Slabs of soil between two ground anchors are termed
“layer increments”. Anchoring depths were 11, 19, 29, 56,
92 and 152 cm at field A and 7, 19, 27, 60, 95 and 157 cm at
field B. For convenience we will refer to the targets depths of
ground anchors (10, 20, 30, 60, 100 and 150 cm at each location) instead of exact layer thicknesses in the remainder of
this paper. The measurement interval was mostly 11 days but
ranged between 2 and 12 days for practical reasons. Cumulative thickness changes with respect to two reference days
(15 May 2010 and 12 February 2011) were calculated.
2.3

Volume change

Based on observations of rs = 3 at in situ overburden pressure (Bronswijk, 1990), Eq. (3) was rewritten by Bronswijk
(1991b) to calculate volume change of the soil matrix per
unit area (mm) by:
1V = 31z − 3

1z2 1z3
+ 2 .
z
z

(4)

We used Eq. (4) to convert the layer thickness changes to
volume changes of the soil pedon (excluding the volume of
the cracks). Values for z were substituted by z(0), being the
layer thicknesses at the reference day (either 15 May 2010 or
12 February 2011), at which the soil was assumed to be near
saturation.
Bronswijk and Evers-Vermeer (1990) estimated that Dutch
clay soils, under Dutch climatic conditions, mainly experience basic shrinkage. For this situation 1V equals water
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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Table 1. Grain size distribution at several depths of soils at field A and field B.
Field A

Field B

Depth
(cm)

< 2 µm
(%)

2–16 µm
(%)

16–50 µm
(%)

> 50 µm
(%)

< 2 µm
(%)

2–16 µm
(%)

16–50 µm
(%)

> 50 µm
(%)

0–15
15–30
30–50
50–70
70–90
90–100

19.0
18.0
19.8
18.2
23.6
18.9

40.1
35.1
34.8
33.9
43.2
35.6

20.8
23.5
22.7
21.7
24.2
19.1

21.1
23.4
22.7
26.2
9.0
26.4

19.2
15.2
15.4
5.9
–
3.4

39.1
28.4
29.5
8.9
–
4.8

22.1
23.8
21.4
9.4
–
6.5

19.6
32.6
33.7
75.8
–
85.3

Ground anchor
Distance L
Triangular
frame

Anchoring
depth
(10 – 150 cm)

Auger hole
(Ø 100 mm)

Refilled
auger hole

Rotating
discs

Undisturbed
soil

Fig. 3. Side view of the placement of ground anchors in the soil.
Left: ground anchor lowered in auger hole. Right: ground anchor in
refilled auger hole, with discs fixed in undisturbed soil after rotating
the rod, and a metal frame placed over the rod.

storage change 1W . Including S for water loss in the structural shrinkage phase (Yule and Ritchie, 1980a) yields
1W = S + 1V .
2.4

(5)

Soil moisture measurements

Volumetric soil moisture content was measured with
two contact-based sensor types: EC-5 capacitance sensors
(Decagon) and CS616 water content reflectometers (Campbell Scientific). Both sensors measure the dielectric permittivity of the soil, from which volumetric moisture content is calculated. The high frequency of 70 MHz at which
both sensors are operating minimizes salinity and textural
effects (Logsdon, 2009; Parsons and Bandaranayake, 2009;
Francesca et al., 2010).
EC-5s have two flat, 1×5×56 mm pins spaced 5 mm apart,
while CS616s have two 300 mm long rods with a diameter of
3.2 mm, spaced 32 mm apart. Measurement rods of CS616s
are therefore almost 5 times longer and wider apart than those
of EC-5s. As the measurement volume of EC-5s is restricted
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/

to the direct surroundings of the pins (Sakaki et al., 2008;
Parsons and Bandaranayake, 2009), it is far smaller than the
measurement volume of the CS616s (Francesca et al., 2010).
The difference in measurement volume of the sensor types
enabled us to study the relation between volume changes
and soil water storage changes on two spatial scales. EC5s were assumed to measure soil water content on intraaggregate scales, while CS616s measured soil water content
over a larger volume including multiple aggregates and interaggregate spaces (the bulk soil). Nine EC-5s were installed
at 5, 7.5, 10, 22.5, 30, 45, 60, 80 and 100 cm depth, four
CS616s at 7.5, 22.5, 45 and 80 cm depth. At field A, EC-5s
were installed at 9 and 14 cm instead of 7.5 and 10 cm, and
a CS616 was installed at 9 instead of 7.5 cm depth. Sensors
were horizontally installed in the undisturbed side of an installation pit. Their vertical alignment was slightly off so that
each sensor had only undisturbed soil above and below it.
The pit was carefully refilled after installation.
A custom calibration was carried out for the sensors. Soil
samples were taken from the installation pits and dried and
grounded to fill 5.5 L containers, with bulk densities approximating observed field soil bulk densities (between 1.26 and
1.50 g cm−3 ). The soil in the containers was saturated with
water and both EC-5 and CS616 sensors were installed. The
soil was then left to dry at a constant temperature of 16 ◦ C,
with continuous monitoring of raw sensor output. Containers were weighted 80 times throughout the drying period to
determine volumetric water content down to 0.05 cm3 cm−3 .
Water was assumed to have a density of 1.00 g cm−3 and volume change of the clay was not taken into account. Estimated
bulk density of soil clods (diameter approx. 3 cm) at oven
dryness ranged from 1.65 to 1.83 g cm−3 . Quadratic (EC-5)
and cubic (CS616) calibration equations were fitted to volumetric water content and raw sensor output. Two different
calibration equations were used for CS616s for soil layers
with clay content >15 % and <15 %. One calibration equation was used for EC-5s.
The daily averaged soil moisture content per sensor was
calculated for days at which layer thickness changes were
measured. Soil water storage W was calculated twice for
each layer, based on only EC-5 and only CS616 data, by
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assigning the mean soil moisture content of the closest sensor to any part of the layer under consideration. Because the
thickness of the layers varied due to swelling and shrinkage,
and W was calculated based on the initial depth di assigned
to sensor i, we accounted for layer thickness change by the
ratio between the actual layer thickness z(t) and the initial
layer thickness z(0), fcor :
W (t) =

n
X

θ i (t)di · fcor

(6)

i=1

with:
fcor =

zl (t) − zl−1 (t)
.
zl (0) − zl−1 (0)

(7)

In Eq. (6), n is the number of sensors used to calculate W ,
θi is the volumetric water content measured by sensor i and
di is the depth assigned to this sensor. In Eq. (7), l is the layer
over which to calculate W and l − 1 is the layer between surface level and the preceding ground anchor. For example, to
obtain the correction factor for the layer increment 30–60 cm,
l is 0–60 cm and l − 1 is 0–30 cm. zl and zl−1 denote the actual layer thicknesses at the time indicated in parentheses.
Note that for the first layer (0–10 cm), zl−1 cancels out and
fcor is calculated from the ratio between actual layer thickness z0–10 (t) and the initial layer thickness z0–10 (0) only.
By applying this correction it was ensured that water storage in each sublayer was corrected proportionally to the
thickness change of that sublayer and the correction was not
lumped or averaged over the total layer under consideration.
Soil water storage changes were then calculated with respect
to the reference days. Due to sensor failures, the EC-5s at
45 cm and 100 cm at field A and the EC-5 at 45 cm at field B
were not used in the calculations.
2.5

Groundwater level

Pressure transducers recorded groundwater levels in
piezometers next to the ground anchors. One piezometer
was installed at each measurement location at 22 July
2010. Atmospheric pressure was measured at field A to
correct the measurements by the pressure transducers in the
piezometers.
2.6
2.6.1

Meteorological data
Precipitation

The rainfall rate was measured by a Parsivel disdrometer
(OTT Hydrometry Ltd, extensively described by Yuter et al.,
2006), located approximately 150 m from the measurement
location at field B and 300 m from the measurement location at field A. The disdrometer operated from June 2010
until October 2011, but due to data logging problems, data
between 7 July 2010 and 11 September 2010 were missing.
Data gaps were filled with daily precipitation sums from the
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1933–1949, 2013

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) precipitation station in Edam, located approximately 2.7 km northeast of the field site. Readings between the disdrometer and
the precipitation station showed no systematic differences.
As daily precipitation sums from KNMI stations were measured between 08:00 and 08:00 UTC, the disdrometer recordings with a frequency of one minute were summed over the
same interval.
2.6.2

Potential evapotranspiration

Daily values of reference potential evapotranspiration between 08:00 and 08:00 UTC from the KNMI weather station in Berkhout (ca. 16 km north of the field site) were
used. KNMI used a modified Makkink method for calculation of reference potential evapotranspiration (De Bruin,
1987; De Bruin and Lablans, 1998). Potential evapotranspiration for grass and sugar beets were calculated using crop
coefficients per 10-day period provided by Feddes (1987). In
the following, evapotranspiration is taken to mean potential
evapotranspiration, unless stated differently.
3
3.1

Results and discussion
Drying regime, soil shrinkage, and groundwater
depth in 2011

Spring 2011 was exceptionally drier, sunnier and warmer
than average. KNMI reported the nation-wide averaged
amount of precipitation (49 mm) in the months March, April
and May to be the lowest in 100 yr. The total of sunshine
hours (686 h) was the highest in 100 yr and mean temperature (11 ◦ C) was the second highest ever recorded. Figure 4
shows the effect of these exceptional weather conditions on
net precipitation, soil layer thickness change, soil moisture
content, and groundwater depth at field A for the 112 day
period under consideration here (12 February until 3 June
2011).
The period was characterized by progressive net evapotranspiration (P –ET) under meteorological forcing and
the onset of the growing season. Total precipitation was
63.9 mm. The precipitation event of late February had a substantial effect on cumulative P –ET, since the evapotranspiration rate was still small at that time (Fig. 4a). Later events
were rapidly compensated by high evapotranspiration rates,
resulting in total cumulative P –ET of −174 mm at 3 June.
In February the soil was near saturation and the onset
of the dry period at 28 February resulted in continuous
shrinkage of all layers (1z) between 7 March and 3 June
(Fig. 4b). The only exception was the layer 0–10 cm between
11 May and 23 May, where a negligible 0.02 mm swelling
was observed. In the first interval between 12 February and
23 February no shrinkage was observed, but the layers 0–
100 cm and 0–150 cm swelled up to 1 mm. Total cumulative
vertical shrinkage at 3 June in the layers 0–10, 0–20, 0–30
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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3

−3
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0.7
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0.3
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C

0.1
−150
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Groundwater depth (cm)

∆z (mm)

0

Date

Fig. 4. Daily precipitation P , daily evapotranspiration ET and cumulative net precipitation P –ET (A), cumulative layer thickness change
1z in six soil layers (B), volumetric soil moisture content θ from CS616 sensors at four depths, and groundwater depth (C) at field A from
12 February until 3 June 2011.

and 0–60 cm was 8.4, 15.2, 16.4 and 21.3 mm. Shrinkage below 60 cm was negligible, as evidenced from the similarity of
the curves below this depth. The layer increment between 30
and 60 cm started contributing significantly to total shrinkage
at 19 April and shrinkage almost completely originated from
this layer after 30 April.
At 1 May, the start of a decrease in soil moisture content
(θ, CS616) at 45 cm depth was measured (Fig. 4c), gradually proceeding to the end of the measurement period. In the
same period, θ measured by sensors installed shallower and
deeper than 45 cm remained relatively constant. This coincided with the dominance of shrinkage in the 30 to 60 cm
layer increment. Small amounts of precipitation after 1 May
did not increase the soil moisture content and no swelling
was measured.
Although the groundwater level declined from approx.
100 cm below surface level in early March to approx. 150 cm
in June (Fig. 4c), moisture content at 80 cm did not change
in this period and no additional shrinkage was observed between 60 and 150 cm. Around the time the groundwater
level peaked twice in February however, the moisture content at 80 cm was changing abruptly. A time lag of about
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4 days was observed between the decline of the groundwater level and soil moisture content. At the start of the soil
moisture decline, the groundwater level was approx. 110 cm
below surface level, indicating that the depth of the capillary
fringe above groundwater level was approx. 30 cm. Further
lowering of the groundwater table and the capillary fringe
caused 0.08 cm3 cm−3 moisture content change. Hardly any
response of the aggregate-scale soil moisture content from
EC-5s to groundwater fluctuations was observed. Relatively
large pores emptied, while the soil matrix retained water. The
observation of the depth and water content of the capillary
fringe was used to correct water storage changes.
3.2

Volume change and soil water storage change
during extensive drying

Figure 5 shows volume change 1V calculated from Eq. (4)
and soil water storage change 1W from the two moisture
content sensor types in the six soil layers. For the soil layer
extending from the soil surface to the capillary fringe, the
1V –1W relationship represents a soil profile scale shrinkage curve. A linear relation (1V = a1W + b) was fitted
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1933–1949, 2013
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Fig. 5. Relationship between volume change per unit area 1V and water storage change 1W (EC-5 and CS616) at field A in 2011, for six
soil layers. Dashed lines represent linear regression fits through data points outside the structural shrinkage phase, with a indicating the slope
of the fit and R 2 being the goodness of fit.

through the data points representing volume change outside
the structural shrinkage phase, meaning the first measurement interval was omitted, as no significant volume change
was observed. According to this definition, the decrease in
water storage during the first interval is water loss in the
structural shrinkage phase S. Fitted slope a indicates the deviation from normal shrinkage, while goodness of fit R 2 is
a measure for the degree of basic shrinkage. Figure 5 gives a
and R 2 , and all fitting parameters and goodness of fit R 2 are
summarized in Table 2.
Water loss in the structural shrinkage phase generally increased with depth (Table 2) and was larger for CS616 than
for EC-5 measurements. This observation is consistent with
the larger measurement volumes (comprising both aggregates and voids) of the CS616. The definition of structural
shrinkage used here might be inaccurate for the deep layers (0–100 and 0–150 cm), in which an initial stage spanning
multiple measurement intervals with small volume change
but large water storage change was followed by a large range
of basic shrinkage as indicated by EC-5 data. This is in
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agreement with definitions by Chertkov (2007a) and observations by Braudeau et al. (1999).
All fitted slopes were smaller than one, as expected for
a field soil. Slopes based on the two sensor types were comparable, with a maximum difference of 0.09 in the 0–30 cm
layer. In this layer, local slopes (slopes between two successive data points) larger than one are observed for the CS616
data (Fig. 5). Local slopes larger than one were also observed in the shallow layers (0–10 and 0–20 cm), where volume change was overestimated compared to soil water storage change from both sensor types after an initial stage of
considerable drying. When solely considering clay shrinkage, slopes larger than one are physically impossible. Relative overestimations of 1V can result from an overestimation of the geometry factor rs and therefore the assumption rs = cst = 3, made by applying Eq. (4) seems invalid, at
least in the dry range of the upper layers. Several authors
(Bronswijk, 1988; Cornelis et al., 2006; Chertkov, 2005,
2008) reported that rs is a function of moisture content and
shrinkage phase (Boivin, 2007).
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Table 2. Fitted parameters for cumulative volume change outside the structural shrinkage phase at field A in 2011, where 1V = a1W + b,
0
goodness of fit R 2 between fit and observations, and observed water loss in the structural shrinkage phase Sobs . Parameters a 0 , b0 and R 2
are fitted after applying rs (θ ).
a

b

R2

0–10
0–20
0–30
0–60
0–100
0–150

0.84
0.79
0.62
0.69
0.63
0.59

5.44
8.94
6.05
10.97
13.11
12.42

0.92
0.88
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.98

0–10
0–20
0–30
0–60
0–100
0–150

0.80
0.83
0.71
0.66
0.67
0.57

4.90
9.18
11.55
12.90
32.84
30.27

0.92
0.86
0.94
0.96
0.94
0.92

Sensor

Layer (cm)

EC-5

CS616

Although no local slopes > 1 were observed for layers
deeper than 30 cm, the rs overestimation in the upper layers also led to volume change overestimation in the deeper
layers. To estimate possible errors introduced by assuming
rs = cst = 3 for deeper layers, a rs range was linearly fitted to
the observed moisture content range. A representative moisture content per measurement interval was obtained by averaging between the moisture contents at the 1z measurement
moments at the start and end of that interval. The moisture
content range was 0.18 to 0.56 cm3 cm−3 from EC-5s and
0.12 to 0.60 cm3 cm−3 from CS616s. In the first interval and
at maximum moisture content rs was assumed to be 3, while
at minimum moisture content rs equalled a critical value at
which the maximum of all local slopes (over a minimum of
4 data points) was 1. Critical rs values were 1.57 for EC-5s
and 1.38 for CS616s.
The fitted rs values per measurement interval and per layer
increment were applied to calculated volume change in each
layer by using
"

 #
1zl − 1zl−1 rs fit
,1Vl = 1Vl−1 + 1 − 1 −
zl − zl−1 (8)
zl − zl−1
in line with Eq. (3). Here, l is the layer of which to calculate
1V , l−1 is the layer between surface level and the preceding
ground anchor (as in Eq. 7), and rs fit is the fitted rs value.
Note that for the first layer (0–10 cm), zl−1 cancels out and
1V is calculated using Eq. (3) with rs fit substituted.
By fitting rs linearly to mean moisture content per layer increment and applying Eq. (8), effects of dry conditions in the
upper parts of that layer were taken into account, and a realistic conservative rs range was applied. Figure 6a and b show
the results of linearly fitting rs to EC-5 and CS616 data per
layer increment, obtaining the rs fit values applied in Eq. (8).
The effect of relatively high moisture content in the capillary fringe is clearly visible for the layer increments 30–60,
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/

0

a0

b0

R2

3.6
6.2
4.4
9.1
14.5
15.6

0.56
0.51
0.41
0.50
0.46
0.43

3.28
4.57
2.35
6.56
8.29
7.87

0.98
0.94
1.00
0.98
0.98
0.98

5.8
10.5
16.5
26.5
58.5
65.4

0.53
0.55
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.42

2.65
4.63
6.25
7.69
22.47
20.69

0.96
0.94
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92

Sobs (mm)

60–100 and 100–150 cm. Figure 6c to f illustrate how rs fit
propagated through time and depth. Figure 6c and d show the
relationship between θ in the layer increments and the cumulative weighted average of rs fit values over the length of the
time intervals they were applied to. The obtained rs values
could be regarded as effective rs values that could be applied
in case of limited 1z measurement moments. Figure 6e and
f show the relationship between θ in the total layers and the
cumulative weighted average of rs fit values over the length
of the time intervals and the layer depths they were applied
to. In this case the obtained rs values could be regarded as
effective rs values that could be applied in case of limited
1z measurement moments and a limited number of layers
defined.
Figure 7 shows the 1V –1W plot (similar to Fig. 5), after
applying Eq. (8). Applied rs range and fitting parameter per
layer are summarized in Table 2. For all layers the EC-5 sensors captured soil moisture changes in aggregates that correlate with basic shrinkage, as evidenced from high R 2 values
and relatively constant slopes. The CS616 sensors trended
towards smaller slopes with depth for the 0–60, 0–100 and
0–150 cm layers, both in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. Therefore, this
can not be an effect of shrinkage geometry. In the penultimate measurement interval (between 11 May and 23 May),
the volume change was only 2.3, 3.3 and 1.8 mm in the layers
0–60, 0–100 and 0–150 cm. At the same time soil water storage change (CS616) in these layers declined with 16.1, 19.3
and 22.3 mm, resulting in local slopes of 0.14, 0.17 and 0.08.
The lower soil layers drained water stored in large pores to
the declined groundwater (see Fig. 4c), which resulted in little shrinkage below 30 cm depth, but a rapid decrease in water storage. In the final measurement interval the local slopes
for the layers 0–60, 0–100 and 0–150 cm had increased again
to 0.35, 0.28 and 0.27. The fitted slopes a for the deepest
soil layers resulted from zero-shrinkage of the upper part of
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Fig. 6. Relationship between volumetric soil moisture content θ from EC-5 and CS616 and fitted rs in layer increments (A and B), effective
rs over time in layer increments (C and D), and effective rs over time and depth of layers (E and F).

the soil, structural shrinkage of the lower part and residual
shrinkage in the layers in between. This was the effect of
soil moisture content differences in the profile, caused by delayed drying of the lower layers and large influence of the
capillary fringe. Similar findings were reported by Yule and
Ritchie (1980a,b) for small and large cores. Yule and Ritchie
(1980b) suggested that simultaneous water loss from multiple depths in a profile may stem from the structural and basic
shrinkage phase until most of the plant-available water has
been used.
The contribution of water loss in the structural shrinkage
phase to the total water storage change in the profile is large.
Initial water loss at structural shrinkage at the start of the
measurement period Sobs for all layers is listed in Table 2.
In the layers 0–60, 0–100 and 0–150 cm these amounts were
amplified by water loss measured by CS616s in the two final measurement intervals. Water loss from delayed structural shrinkage was 26.9, 32.7 and 42.1 mm in these layers.
Water loss from the combined initial and delayed structural
shrinkage was therefore 53.4, 81.2 and 107.5 mm, making up
42.8, 52.8 and 61.7 % of total water loss in the layers 0–60,
0–100 and 0–150 cm over the entire measurement period.
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3.3

Effects of rs variation on water storage change

The effect of fitted and thereby lowered rs (θ ) on 1V is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the 0–20, 0–60 and 0–150 cm layers. Only
1V based on CS616 data are shown here, since 1V after
using rs (θ ) differed only slightly between CS616s and EC5s (Fig. 7). The maximum difference in total volume change
at 3 June calculated with rs = cst = 3 and rs (θ ) was 17.7,
17.5 and 15.9 mm for the 0–20, 0–60 and 0–150 cm layers.
This means that applying rs (θ ) reduced total calculated volume change by 35.8, 26.4 and 24.8 % with respect to using
rs = cst = 3. Since we are primarily interested in total soil
water storage change of the unsaturated zone, and hardly any
volume change occurred below 60 cm, we can illustrate the
effect of rs (θ ) on 1W outside the initial structural shrinkage
phase for the 0–60 cm layer. Assuming a hypothetical slope
of 0.5 for the 1V –1W relationship, the maximum overestimation of 1W would be 35.0 mm when using rs = cst = 3,
mainly stemming from the basic shrinkage phase. This would
be 28.0 % of total water storage change observed by CS616s
in the 0–60 cm layer.
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Fig. 7. As Fig. 5, but with 1V calculated using fitted rs factors and Eq. (8). Slope a and goodness of fit R 2 per layer are indicated.
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Fig. 8. Volume change 1V at field A in 2011 for the layers 0–
20, 0–60 and 0–150 cm for isotropic shrinkage (rs = cst = 3) and
shrinkage geometry as function of moisture content rs (θ ).
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We assessed the minimum changes of geometry factor
rs with moisture content to prevent physically impossible
slopes larger than unity. Fitted rs (θ ) ranged from 3 to 1.38
between maximum and minimum in situ observed moisture
content in the upper layers of the soil (Table 2). Further lowering of rs , resulting in lower slopes of the 1V –1W relationship, therefore seems unnecessary and unrealistic.
The fitted rs range and its linear decrease with moisture
content seem in agreement with reports by Chertkov (2008,
and Fig. 4 therein). By applying maximum rs = 3 an underestimation of 1V may have been introduced, as Chertkov
(2008) estimated rs  3, accounting for rapid crack formation in absence of vertical shrinkage at initial drying. We did
not conclusively observe an initial increase of rs , but cannot
rule out that this happened either. We decided not to take this
into account in the 1V calculations and set rs = 3 for the
first measurement interval.
The calculated effective rs per layer (Fig. 6e and 6f) indicate that rs should change with moisture content, but due to
its purely empirical nature it is unsure if the calculated rs –
θ relation can be transferred to other drying regimes/soils.
To test this, rs must be independently measured as function
of moisture content to accurately relate 1V and 1W when
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 17, 1933–1949, 2013
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applied to Bronswijk’s approach of measuring surface elevation changes and calculation of volume change at the appropriate scale. Corrections as proposed by Chertkov (2005)
and Chertkov (2008) might be applied, but need specific data
on shrinkage curves of clay and vertical and horizontal crack
volume, which are hard to obtain non-destructively.
3.4

Table 3. Fitted parameters for cumulative volume change outside
the structural shrinkage phase at field B in 2010, where 1V =
a1W + b, and goodness of fit R 2 between fit and observations.
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b

R2

0–10
0–20
0–30
0–60
0–100
0–150

0.21
0.21
0.38
0.38
0.21
0.21

0.28
−2.29
−5.93
−9.61
−9.76
−13.37

0.45
0.90
0.81
0.88
0.71
0.92

0–10
0–20
0–30
0–60
0–100
0–150

0.22
0.24
0.36
0.33
0.24
0.33

1.67
1.91
1.75
−0.65
−3.62
−3.90

0.55
0.90
0.90
0.88
0.90
0.94

Layer (cm)

EC-5

CS616

Drying regime, soil shrinkage, and groundwater
depth in 2010

The growing season of 2010 offered a more dynamic precipitation and evapotranspiration regime, with both dry and wet
periods, and measurements were performed on a field with
a lower clay content (field B). The season was characterized
by two periods of progressive drying, between 15 May and
8 June and between 11 June and 5 August, and a wet period
after 5 August (Fig. 9a). The periods of net drying were separated by extensive rainfall (49.1 mm) at 9 and 10 June, resulting in swelling measured in all layers at 15 June (Fig. 9b).
The second drying period included three days with a total
rainfall of 69.6 mm in mid-July. After 5 August, precipitation events were frequent and large, with a precipitation sum
of 226 mm in August, while the 30 yr mean total precipitation
sum in August was 90 mm (KNMI).
At the start of the measurement period the soil was near
saturation and soil layer thickness at the end of the measurement period was almost completely recovered to the level at
the start. Between 15 June and 26 June, shrinkage of the 0–
60 cm layer was larger than shrinkage of deeper layers. Magnitudes and patterns of thickness variations were comparable
for the 0–30, 0–60 and 0–100 cm layers for other intervals.
Most volume change originated from the upper 30 cm of the
soil (Fig. 9b) in the early shrinkage stage.
Swelling of all layers between 0 and 100 cm was observed
at 13 July and 18 July, caused by heavy rainfall in midJuly, but hardly any swelling of the layer 0–150 cm was observed. The soil moisture content increased at 7.5, 22.5 and
45 cm depth, while soil moisture content at 80 cm was stable. Thickness change due to swelling and shrinkage below
50 cm depth was expected to be small, because the clay content is at most 5.9 % (Table 1). The apparent shrinkage of the
layer 0–150 cm might therefore originate from subsidence of
the ground anchor in the (most probably) saturated zone at
150 cm depth. Shrinkage of the soil above 100 cm after 18
July resulted in maximum total vertical shrinkage of 11.6 mm
at 29 July, almost completely accounted for by the upper 60
cm of the soil.
The contribution of groundwater storage change to 1W
could not be considered for 2010, since groundwater level
measurements only started at 22 July. Although the soil moisture contents did exhibit an obvious response to groundwater
level variations from August to November, the moisture content of the capillary fringe could not be estimated (Fig. 9c).
The layer thickness changes and slowly rising groundwater level after substantial rainfall in early August showed

a

Sensor

that water was stored in the soil. From late August, when
swelling was nearly complete and the soil was near saturation, the groundwater level reacted rapidly to precipitation.
The very slow recovery of layer thickness after late August
corresponds to observations of swelling curves by Peng and
Horn (2007) of rapid swelling at first rewetting, followed by
residual swelling at further wetting, when the moisture ratio
increased but hardly any swelling was observed.
3.5

Volume change and soil water storage change
during a dynamic drying and wetting regime

The 1V –1W relationship obtained from measurement in
2010 and application of Eq. (4) (not accounting for rs variations with soil moisture content and swelling or shrinking
stage) is shown in Fig. 10. The precipitation and evapotranspiration dynamics caused variation in soil water storage
change with respect to the starting date and accompanied alternating swelling and shrinkage periods. Water loss in the
structural shrinkage phase could not objectively be distinguished, due to scatter in the relation between storage change
and volume change, partly caused by the residual swelling
occurring from September to November. Maximum soil volume was expected to occur in the structural shrinkage phase
and a linear relation (1V = a1W + b) was fitted through all
datapoints with water storage smaller than water storage at
maximum volume (Fig. 10). By applying this procedure, the
number of points the fit was based on varies between layers
and sensors. Fitting parameters and goodness of fit R 2 are
summarized in Table 3.
There was a mismatch between the response of water storage change based on EC-5s and volume change, at least at
the measurement frequency and scale used here. For the 0–
30 cm layer, swelling in the dry end of the curve for example was not accompanied by the expected increase in water
storage (Fig. 10). Hysteresis between swelling and shrinkage
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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Date

Fig. 9. Daily precipitation P , daily evapotranspiration ET and cumulative net precipitation P -ET (A), cumulative layer thickness change
1z in six soil layers (B), volumetric soil moisture content θ from CS616 sensors at four depths and groundwater depth (C) at field B
from 15 May until 15 November 2010. Note that soil moisture data logging failed between 18 May and 20 May, and groundwater level
measurements started at 22 July.

was also observed by Peng and Horn (2007). Since individual
swelling stages, except for the final swelling stage, did not
restore the soil volume to its maximum volume and were
not accompanied by expected water storage increase, net
1W was larger than net 1V , resulting in mild slopes. The
effect of variable conditions, with alternation of shrinkage
and swelling, was enhanced by a difference in measurement
scale of soil surface elevation change by ground anchors and
soil moisture content by EC-5 sensors. Soil water content
and volume change mainly occurred in parts of the soil that
were in close contact with the atmosphere (e.g. the top of
the soil and inter-aggregate pores), and less from the interior of aggregates in which the EC-5s were measuring. The
small measurement volumes of EC-5s were thus relatively
shielded from water content changes, and not representative
for the profile scale at which the volume change measurements were acquired. The measurement scale of the CS616s
(including aggregates and inter-aggregate spaces) matched
better with the scale of volume change measurements, resulting in less scatter for soil water storage change based on
CS616 measurements, slightly higher R 2 values (Table 3),
and no hysteresis in the dry range. For both sensor types R 2
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for the linear fits were high, indicating a large range of basic
shrinkage over the entire moisture range observed in 2010.
Soil water storage changes calculated from the CS616s
were larger than those calculated from EC-5s, mainly due
to water loss at limited volume change. This again suggests
that water loss in the structural shrinkage phase is larger in
the bulk soil scale of CS616s than in the aggregate scale of
EC-5s. As a result, fitted slopes of the 1V –1W relationship
again were comparable for the two sensor types, except for
the layer 0–150 cm (which will be discussed below).
Slopes varied with depth. In the upper layers slopes were
low, probably because the effect of alternating occurrence of
swelling and shrinkage was largest here. This effect was less
in deeper layers and the largest slopes for both soil moisture
sensors were observed in the layers 0–30 and 0–60 cm. In
the sandy layers below 50 cm, little volume change occurred
upon water storage change, resulting in small slopes in the
layers 0–100 and 0–150 cm.
The clay content in the upper 50 cm was comparable to
field A, but slopes were much lower, as compared to both
Figs. 5 and 7. If rs variations with moisture content would
have been considered, the slopes in Fig. 10 would probably
have been even lower, but applying swelling and shrinkage rs
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Fig. 10. Relationship between volume change per unit area 1V and water storage change 1W (EC-5 and CS616) at field B in 2010, for six
soil layers. Dashed lines represent linear regression fits through data points outside the structural shrinkage phase, with a indicating the slope
of the fit and R 2 being the goodness of fit. Note the difference between the x- and y-axes.

values would be highly subjective, as appropriate values are
not available in literature. The mild slopes can be regarded
as the net result of no shrinkage of rigid soil particles and
reduced (residual or zero) shrinkage of dry surface layers of
aggregates combined with basic shrinkage in the clay aggregates interiors (Yule and Ritchie, 1980a,b). The magnitude of
maximum vertical shrinkage at field A in 2010 was comparable to field B (data not shown), but the 1V –1W relationship could not be considered due to soil moisture measurements failures. The comparable clay content in both fields
and the comparable observed vertical shrinkage at both fields
in 2010 lead to the conclusion that the variation in shrinkage
stages within a soil layer was caused and/or enhanced by the
changes in weather forcing (precipitation, temperature, solar
radiation) as observed in 2010.
The relatively large slope for the 0–150 cm layer based
on CS616 measurements compared to EC-5 measurements
is striking. Since no groundwater storage change estimation
could be made, water storage change in this layer was largely
determined by moisture content changes in the CS616 sensor
installed at 80 cm depth. Moisture contents measured by the
EC-5 and CS616 at this depth varied only slightly in the dry
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periods. The EC-5 at 100 cm, however, recorded a considerable moisture content decrease (data not shown), resulting
in the relatively large water storage change based on EC5 measurements in the 0–150 cm layer. The CS616 sensors
may have underestimated the total water storage decrease in
the 0–150 cm layer due to limited coverage by only four sensors, thereby overestimating the slope in the 1V –1W relationship. This indicates the need for inclusion of data on
groundwater and capillary fringe depth, for soil water storage change calculations. Preferred root water uptake by sugar
beets from deep layers, as reported by Brown et al. (1987)
and Camposeo and Rubino (2003) might be an explanation
for water content changes at 100 cm-depth.
4

Conclusions and outlook

Basic, linear, shrinkage is the major shrinkage phase in
a clayey field soil under continuous drying, on both aggregate scale and bulk soil scale, including cracks, structural
pores, and multiple aggregates. Linear shrinkage with much
smaller slopes was observed in the case of a more dynamical drying regime, with variation of dry and wet periods.
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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Bronswijk and Evers-Vermeer (1990) concluded that clay
soils under Dutch climatic conditions experience a large
degree of normal shrinkage, based on aggregate void and
moisture ratios at pressure heads from 0 to −16 000 cm.
Based on observations presented here we can confirm this
conclusion for field soils, although slopes of the 1V –1W
relationship are much smaller than observed by Bronswijk
and Evers-Vermeer. Shrinkage slopes larger than unity were
observed in clayey field soils experiencing a large range of
soil moisture contents, when applying the isotropic shrinkage
approach from Bronswijk (1990, 1991a,b). We found clear
evidence that the shrinkage geometry varied with moisture
content.
We fitted a realistic range of shrinkage geometry factors to
the observed soil moisture content range and assessed the difference in 1V for the unsaturated zone when applying rs (θ )
values and rs = cst = 3 to observed vertical shrinkage. For
the rs (θ ) range used here, we found an overestimation of 1V
up to 26.4 % (17.5 mm) for the actively shrinking soil layer
between surface level and 60 cm depth, when assuming constant isotropic shrinkage.
At the bulk soil scale, the structural shrinkage phase accounted for a large share of water loss of the profile. Deep
layers experienced initial structural shrinkage at the upper
soil at the beginning of drying, but lower parts remained wet
for a long time under influence of the ground water level and
the capillary fringe. At delayed drying, these lower parts also
experienced structural shrinkage, while the drier upper soil
experienced basic, residual or zero shrinkage, causing the
net shrinkage of the entire soil profile to be less than normal. At the end of the measurement period, water loss in the
structural shrinkage phase was approx. 43 % of total water
loss for the 0–60 cm layer, and up to approx. 62 % for the
0–150 cm layer. The remainder of water loss occurred in the
basic shrinkage phase. Textural layering, soil moisture content gradients, and groundwater level are therefore important
factors determining total soil-profile volume change and its
relation with soil water storage change.
Under variable weather conditions (many alternating wet
and dry periods), both hysteresis in swelling and shrinkage and the different shrinkage phases represented in the
profile simultaneously, further decreased the slopes of field
shrinkage curves. Nevertheless, the 1V –1W relationship
remained linear. Soil moisture measurements in soil volumes
spanning multiple aggregates and cracks remained robust under these circumstances.
In order to use soil surface elevations changes as a proxy
for soil water storage change in clayey soils, rs variations
with soil moisture, the effect of variable drying and wetting conditions, and the water loss in the structural shrinkage
phase have to be considered, since solely relying on surface
level elevation changes will lead to a large underestimation
of soil water storage variations. In different wetting/drying
regimes, the effective rs –θ relation calculated here will be
affected by hysteresis between swelling and shrinkage. The
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/17/1933/2013/
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effects of both processes on 1V calculations are assessed
separately in this study. In an alternating wetting and drying regime both processes are expected to be present, and the
effects on 1V calculations need to be assessed simultaneously by independent measurements.
Current and future technologies like GPS, satellite or
airborne radar interferometry (InSAR), and airborne laser
scanning (LIDAR) may be capable of measuring elevation
changes with sufficient vertical and temporal detail on larger
(field to catchment) scales (Gabriel et al., 1989; Bamler and
Hartl, 1998; Gao, 2007; Te Brake et al., 2013). However,
more detailed shrinkage relations have to be applied to estimate storage changes in soil profiles from these measurements. Since the slope of the relationship between 1W and
1V depends on the drying regime and measurement scale,
direct translation of shrinkage curves obtained through conventional laboratory tests on clay aggregates needs to be applied with care; at this time it is still better to directly observe the in situ shrinkage curves rather than convert a laboratory curve to field conditions. Such field-scale swelling and
shrinkage curves need only be determined once for a given
location, but require determination of rs (θ ) and weather conditions that allow the soil to go through a wide range of
water contents and alternating swelling and shrinkage. The
progress in theoretical conversions from laboratory shrinkage curves to field curves over the past years (e.g. Chertkov,
2005, 2012a) is promising and might provide a solution to
this issue in the future. This will require the experimental determination of field shrinkage curves, and this paper might
be of use in planning the required field campaigns.
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